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V o o d o o  H y p o t h e s i s

Before sight, we imagine
that while they go out in search
of God
we stay in and become god,
become: Curiosity,
whose soul is a nuclear battery
because she’ll pulverize Martian rock
and test for organic molecules
in her lab within a lab within
a lab. She doesn’t need to know our fears
so far too grand for ontology, reckoning.

Did you not land with your rocket behind
you, hope beyond hope on the tip of your rope
with the kindness of antigravity slowing you down,
you, before me, metal and earthen. But I am here to
confirm or deny, the millions of small
things that seven minutes of success were hinged upon
when I was little more than idea and research,
in the hypnotic gestures of flame and Bunsen burner,
and into parachute
no one foresaw, the bag of rags at the end
of the tunnel – all memory now,
this Paraclete.

Where else is a pocket 
of air more deadly than the atomic bomb?
Would this only happen on Earth?
Has Mars run out of tolerance for the minutiae

of air pockets, fingerprints and worry? 
Aggregates of metal, Curiosity 
and her clues to calm our fears for what’s coming.
Mars and her epic storms, her gargantuan
volcanoes have long ceased their trembling,
her crazy flooded planes, frozen and in cinema.
Martian life now earth and revelation’s phases:
Earth problem, not Mars problem.
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But why
should I unravel over all this remembering?
 Great thing about landing
 is that I’ve arrived

at your service, at your sand, at your valley
and unsentimental magma.
Before me screams planes like Mojave Desert, Waikiki, Nagasaki,
nothing too strange to keep Curiosity off course.
Even though the Viking missions found no conclusive pulse
and we declared you dead, O Mars,
never mind that we named your heights and depths
from orbit. And from your spheres of minerals 
where oceans once roared – we’ve learned little 
of your lenience for empire.
Forgive us what Spirit uncovered in the silica of your ancient hot springs.

Ah, yes, we’ve come back home.
Phoenix told us we inherited the numberless
stories of your hydraulic pathologies
but I am Curiosity. If I kill the bitch right,
she’ll take us deeper and convince us to send earthlings
to set up Earth colonies on your deserts. They won’t ever
come back, but that’s not so bad when we trade in
the grander scheme.
As though the colonials, the Tribe Traders
and all the pharaonic masquerades of gone times
were not fair threat. That we won’t know the depth
of our homeward seas
is nothing when

the sun’s still got our backs.
And while waters still vaporize before us
Curiosity will keep on until the organic secrets
of that Martian puzzle become as household to us
as carbon. Oxygen wasn’t the only disaster to befall Earth,
to bless her with life.
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Apollo drilled on the moon and got stuck
and the harder we’ve drilled down here 
the more we’ve loosened our screws.
Perhaps there’ll be no one left to give 
a damn about the death of our privates

unless we prove ourselves enigmas,
the alien we think we know is the alien we only dream
up starting from the bottom
of the Curious.

We wake and die through
the crowns and thorns and craned chapters,
we move too quick for understanding. 
Still, through the decades we predict,
Curiosity confirms the cold-slain dust.

Then come her conches blown
in the hard-won postcards travelling 
on space dust faster than a bullet
to say: 

hey,
I’m here. I safe. Wish you were here.
See Gale Crater, Mount Sharp, just as you’ve said.
Come bask with me in the wonders of a Martian. Good afternoon,
you of flowering faith. Set sail for home,
because we will all wear the consequences of this choice.
And you never should have said
goodbye.
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T h e  M o n g r e l 
 
T h e r e  w a s  n o  n a m e  fo r  u s  i n  o u r  m o t h e r ’ s  o r a t o r y . 
–  S a i n t - J o h n  P e r s e

√

Still unravelling from ghosting stars,
she moves us, light-formed, cue,
of Mongrel, also a corpse, but of steel,
curved, down earth’s scrubbed sands,
on a single gust of wind,
and her body through a doorway,
she shrinks hundredfold,
to size of Earth: moments ago, forgotten,
now dreamt Mongrel: a fur city, no more
archival than ancient than still warm and
she’d done nothing except bawl the lost,
are enough! The science, inexact like birth
is Mother, Mongrel alive in the street-chained light –
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If from above, the Mongrel’s Creole maps
mathless, a late-life scar that carts its wounded
head on the surface of a jaundiced stream, she – feral
with remembrance, her black-rock heart must hide
pressure-cooked islands, stormed space where
Einstein’s quadrate bones scurry to mount Nèg maron.
 Slave-hand revolts at the green mouth of Hades:
 how Mongrel rites wrap fur against a Native
 is address to Caliban, the animal that knew it had been
brutalized by men. But fine. By now, the seas are vague,
and even the exploded Carina spares us, wanderlust
and relative need for lightspeed, systems and fall-off – 
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There is blood, seldom ache, where the avail-
able light reaches down past levels of dog,
cow’s grass, tribe, pitch and burn, the wild
brutality loves us this side of the name, while
only misted, our ears stretch to still the Mongreled 
air landing, broken, invented again as history
 in the rusted coils of coffee shops, inked
Mongrel skins, whose only escape is one cosmic
blue carbuncle. What is the right way to sway
the Black bruising self, elegant as a question
mark can curve into harp and vein and matter,
dark with blows like from God, cannibal and castoff –
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The Mongrel was still breaking, offing,
in a pale blue nutshell of monk’s milk and tar
when life exposed the carapace of her skull.
Bit, where ancestors drew their roots up
those walls of knotted blood, on a throne
that names a million years into entering an illusion
 of singed bamboo, then ships
come and night comes and stays and soon
these generations miss their gills, scales
and talons, still dug into old valleys, still
lulled by disappearing suns, by broke hours
of bone branding flesh, held dark through  
immortal dark, a gleam of that riverine name –
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Inside the wounded name, she gathers like dust
down the corduroy route, the Mongrel
heart in her hand – once part of a waist-high
Earth, then life upward started with the trees and
untroubled by the termites, still one hundred
million years off and withered on the brow of chance.
Together, they disappear to plot with the cliffs
    from which will protrude pavement
and aperture, time: a Mongrel’s walk to the place of these pines.
Collapse, then, into leather boot and this smoked hunger and re-enter
the story: that Nova Scotia beach aglow with Mongrel flame –
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Now if she knew to sit, downed by the blunt breath
of doubt, would she have troubled the Mongrel
with music and milk and names and trenches,
those miles so deep? What else reveals us, a species
of amnesiacs, cut off from the trembling that tore –
our continents apart? And with so much unknowing
like this view, like rising smoke reveals the Eden
continent, preserved in the blind spot of a pictured
confession: this grief, a story with swords and bite, sun
whose silence holds the invisible pulls of distant worlds, wars
unhinged from the shoulder blades of gods. The Mongrel’s
orienting grace is still its tail, showing up for things to come, 
signalling that our knowledge of the Mongrel is only fragmentary –
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A f t e r s h o c k s 
fo r  D i o n n e  B r a n d

No rescue. Escape was 
the farthest she could come, 
away from that island – that chance
she would take on that stone
in her hand, on a place
with no one she knew.
Perhaps the signs were all
reflex, the habit of aftershocks
bare in a new world she leavens.

A world that could not
last without the lye of her.
Bloodlines, anyplace
recalled, memory had etched
the tunnels of, a nameful hundred
rivers gulling the roads, before
the miracle of driftwood, 
malls and factories, the greying 
walls of rooms cramped with all
familiar, the ranking plumes that vanish –

leaving us curled.
What we long for
is hard to explain.

    Like false pentameters
Credo on our Cupid’s bow
of wild continent, naming
another place that sees
the barren clearing claimed
and loved. What psalm spends
its many selves in code
or water, vernacular and captive
 leaves her new century
relic: by another life made up
enough to strike star-music
against the weight of her island,  
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like the sampled
high-pitched moan of the dodo
as it falls into that chasm of loss.

Linger, my sandmaker breath,
slap up against the walls of this house.
 Fill up here
in the city or two-thirds out
at a distance’s abrupt portrait
things for which learned names would not do.

And what have I? Have I forgotten too

what that thick slab of noise
drowns and drowns beneath
her age? That passage
for the persisting flesh already locked
and knocking in its burned metal slip.

Now begins the singe of winter 
against the spring with its penitence 
of altered meaning. And now  
the birds are not the little things with tunes
about the horror of mountains.
Linger: ocean, voodoo sea
 ending with morning.

Now hold – with whatever is left,
whatever trembles with a noise
nobody but the radiator makes,

no usual sound of crickets, frogs
    and chorus of beetle –
 the cry of whatever now lives
 alone with the matchbox’s
 crude apostrophe, mantle and heat  
 on her wreath, birthing new worlds 
 at the great road’s hush.

    There rots a rescue –
rescue is too much to ask
 of anywhere –


